
      BAGLESS DAY 

Trip to MRC MUSEUM AND KATTERY PARK on bag less day (19th 

August 2023).  

 There were 64 children from grade 6 A & B who went to MRC 

MUSEUM. We started our trip around 9:30am to the museum. 

 The museum has been dedicated to showcasing the military 

achievements. 

 Upon arrival we were shown a film which detailed the training and 

recruitment process of the military as well as the sports played by the 

soldiers and the awards they received known as PARAMAVEER 

CHAKRS award. This would have been an excellent opportunity for the 

children to learn about the rigorous process of becoming a soldier and 

the various skills and attributes required to serve in the military. 

 In addition to the film, the museum also had an impressive 

collection of old guns and military equipment from different time 

periods. We had a chance to view these items up close and learn about 

their use and significance in various historical conflicts. 

 The museum also had a display on the history of World War 1 & 

World War 2 which showcased the countries involved and various 

images and stories from the wars. This interactive and immersive 

experience would have likely been an exciting and engaging way for us 

to learn about the challenges faced by soldiers in different parts of the 

world. 

 In conclusion the visit to MRC museum was an educative and 

informative experience. 



After that we proceeded to Kattery Park. This park is located at Coonoor 

to Mettupalayam road. There is an excellent view of two rivers 

confluence scene near Rannimedu railway station under this park. It is a 

well maintained park. We enjoyed the natural beauty along a wide 

variety of colorful and fascinating flowers. It is a wonderful spot for 

sightseeing. The Locations offers spectacular views of the surrounding 

forests. We enjoyed this trip and gained more knowledge. 

 We thank our Principal, Head master and escorted staffs for all 

their tremendous effort in making this trip safe and success. 

 

 

 



 



 



 



 


